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LISA EDE and ANDREA LUNSFORD
Oregon State University

University of British Columbia

Why Write . . . Together?

It was 10:00 P.M. We had just spent another twelve-hour day working
on our paper. Lisa was settling into a chair with a hot toddy. Andrea
was shoving off for a shower. We were grumpy, tired, full of self-pity;
this was the third day we had worked at such a pace. Only one day
remained before Lisa had to begin the eight-hour trek from Andrea's
home in Vancouver to her own in Corvallis. We had to finish a draft of
the paper, our first joint writing project, the next day.

All at once-we both remember it this way-Lisa sat upright and
announced: "Andrea takes a shower every night; Lisa takes one every
morning/' Since the meaning of this toddy-stimulated statement was
hardly self-evident, Lisa went on to explain that suddenly the
significance of all our differences, of which this was just one example,
seemed clear. How could two such opposite people ever hope to write a
paper—together?

Warming to the silliness of the topic, we began to list all the ways we
differ. Andrea showers every night; Lisa, every morning. Andrea drinks
only iced tea, even at breakfast; Lisa drinks only the hottest of hot tea.
Andea hates milk and most dairy products; they form a staple of Lisa's
diet. Andrea always wears her hair pulled back; Lisa gets a headache
from even the thought of a single barrette. Andrea is a meticulous
housekeeper; Lisa, so-so at best.

As the list of opposites grew, we felt a giddy sense of relief. No
wonder the past few days had been so trying. Two such contrary, often
downright cantankerous, people should have expected trouble. The
struggle began to make sense: not just our personalities but our compos-
ing processes and, to a lesser degree, our styles, differed radically. After
all, didn't Lisa love dashes, sprinkling them liberally through her prose,
while Andrea seldom used them? Andrea preferred long paragraphs;
Lisa's were usually shorter. Lisa wrote at a desk or (in a pinch) at a
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table; Andrea worked sitting cross-legged on the floor or on the bed.
Andrea was a sprinter; she liked to write a draft straight through, as
quickly as possible, revising and typing later. Lisa worked more slowly,
dividing a paper into small sections, revising and typing as she went.

We decided that night that if we ever did complete our joint essay, we
would someday explore the mystery—or the madness—of co-authorship.
Since that time, we have co-authored two other articles and have several
joint projects in mind. Thus, while we continue individual research
efforts, our status as sometime co-authors seems assured. Somehow,
despite the difficulties, we not only manage to write essays together, but
actually like doing so. And, as we have worked together, the question
that arose that night-how can two people with different interests, per-
sonalities, habits, and composing processes together write one
essay?~has expanded into many questions. This article is a brief anec-
dotal response to some of those questions. In it, we wish to sketch the
outlines of the process of co-authorship as we have come to understand
it, to set forth the advantages and disadvantages we encountered, and to
pose a series of questions which we hope will be explored in future
research.

In our experience, co-authorship has meant the two of us creating one
text—together. We discovered and thought through ideas together,
talked through almost every section and draft of the papers together, and
often wrote drafts by talking and then recording directly. Such is not
always the case. Indeed, our use of the term is probably atypical. More
typically, no doubt, two authors contribute separate sections, which are
then put together. Only at that point do the co-authors revise the whole
text, and even in revising authors may work separately. In this way, peo-
ple can co-author articles without ever being together or doing any
writing together. This second form of co-authorship may best describe
the kind of academic writing done by, say, a professor and a student, or
the kind done by many researchers in science. It may also describe co-
authorship in much professional and business writing. Yet a third con-
cept covered by the blanket term ' 'co-authorship* * is that of group
writing. It is not unusual, especially in business, for a number of people
to contribute to a single text. The head of the writing division for an
international mining corporation recently told us that as many as fifteen
people contribute sections to their annual report. Subsequently, four or
five of those people come together to revise the entire report, which
generally goes through a dozen drafts.

We believe that important distinctions exist among these types of co-
authorship and, indeed, that other types of co-authorship can be iden-
tified. Since our experience has been primarily of the first type, however-



that of conceiving, drafting, and revising a text together~we will concen-
trate on that concept and will use the term "co-authorship" in this essay
to refer to this type of writing together.

We are also here referring only to academic writing. The essays we
have co-authored have all been addressed to those in our field, readers of
College Composition and Communication, College English, and rhetoric
journals. In that sense, we have gone into each project with a clear sense
of audience, medium of publication, and purpose (although we could, of
course, easily misjudge our audience or medium or alter our purposes).
As with much academic writing, we began by working within only our
own time constraints. But as so often is the case, this internal control
soon gave way to external pressures. An invitation to speak at a con-
ference was accepted; an article was solicited for a journal or committed
to a book—and suddenly the external pressure to write on demand
appeared. In this important regard, that of writing on demand, much
academic writing may be closer to professional writing than we usually
consider it to be. But in other ways, the genres vary markedly. As
writers of an article for Rhetoric Review, for instance, we have a dif-
ferent kind of control over shape and substance than we would if we were
writing an annual report for a mining company. As with the various
types of co-authorship, we think these generic distinctions are important
ones that need to be explored. While we hope to pursue these questions
in the future, we are speaking here not of business or professional
writing, but only of the academic genre with which we are all so familiar.

So what is this process of co-authoring an academic paper? We've
drawn boxes and arrows, spirals and loops, but will offer no schematized
representation of the process we have experienced. If you can imagine
the words talk... write. . . talk. . . read. . . talk. . . write. . . talk. . .
read... written in a large looping spiral-that comes closest to a descrip-
tion of the process as we know it. We wish especially to emphasize the
frequency and proportion of talking in this process.

As we noted earlier, each of our projects grew out of a particular
rhetorical situation: we were constrained by a broad topic and by a
medium of publication and an audience. Within those guidelines, our
first and longest talks occurred. These early talks were characterized by
a lot of foolishness (Why not claim that the concept of audience simply
doesn't exist? or, How about writing a dialoge between Aristotle and
Wittgenstein?), fantasy (What if we could visit Kenneth Burke for a
month?), and unfocused rambling (Where do you suppose we've put our
notes on those ten articles? What do you think is the best reading for
krisisl) In our first project, these talks helped us sound the depths of our
topic and, most importantly, discover the enormity of what we did not



know. Intensive periods of reading and research followed, as did more
and more talking, trading of notes, and posing of yet more unanswered
questions. All told, this first co-authored essay took us six months, dur-
ing which we met four times for two- to four-day writing sessions. These
sessions were pressure-filled, frustrating-and very exciting. For one of
them, we met half-way between our homes, in Seattle, and worked for
two-and-a-half days in a hotel room, distracted only by the person trying
unsuccessfully to "tidy up" around the stacks of books, articles, and
drafts, and by our husbands, who insisted on reporting on all the fun
they were having while we worked. We estimate writing and talking time
in these sessions to be almost equal, with more time given to writing in
the last session and more to talk in the earlier ones. At the end of each
session the process of ta lk . . . write . . . ta lk . . . read. . . ta lk . . . write . . .
talk . . . read . . . left us tired but exhilarated. And in each case the pro-
cess produced a draft, one we could take back home, work on, and talk
about in our frequent phone calls. We have kept every draft, all our
notes, and some protocols from each of our projects, but we do not wish
to turn this into a full-blown case study of our admitted idiosyncrasies.
Rather, we wish to turn to a brief discussion of how co-authoring altered
our individual writing processes.

Most noticeable, as we have mentioned, was the much larger propor-
tion of talking together about our research and writing. Papers written
singly have never been completely silent affairs; we talk to others about
our work or ask colleagues to read and discuss essays or drafts with us.
But never had either of us (both prodigious talkers to begin with) ever
talked so much or for so long while writing a paper. This talking, in fact,
seemed to be a necessary part of co-authoring, one that made our writing
more productive and efficient. Nor is this result surprising. Our
"talks," after all, gave us the constant benefits of dialectic, the tradi-
tional counterpart of rhetoric.

Co-authorship effected a second, less pleasurable change in our
ordinary writing processes. All academic writers are accustomed to the
pressure of deadlines, but in single authorship these deadlines are more
or less manageable. Co-authorship presented us with completely rigid
time-schedules and hence with more pressure than either of us was used
to working under: if we had'only two-and-a-half days to work together,
then we had to come up with a text at that very time. Or else.

We also noted shifts in our usual revision strategies. In the first place,
neither of us was accustomed to having talk serve as the basis for a
majority of the revisions we made. When writing alone, writers usually
revise while or after reading. We found also that our individual revising
strategies differed substantially: Lisa generally revises and types each



section as it is drafted; Andrea favors long periods of staring into space
during which she composes various alternative drafts in her head before
beginning a long burst of writing. Editing strategies were equally
affected. In the co-authored articles, we found ourselves attending much
more closely to quotation format and footnote citations in our early
drafts than we would ordinarily have done. We were concerned to get
the citations exactly right, since our resources were split up between us
and our two libraries. Going back to find a missing source would be
much more difficult than usual.

These changes in revision strategies reflect, we believe, a change in the
rhetorical situations co-authors work within: they must cooperate and
collaborate at every turn. Co-authorship, then, demands flexibility and
compromise, traits single writers can often eschew. For us, this changed
situation meant giving up some of our cherished stylistic tics-like Lisa's
dashes-or a favored revision strategy.

The spirit of cooperation and compromise necessary to co-authorship
helped us identify two additional ways in which our customary
experience with writing was changed. As of this writing, we feel less ego
involvement with the pieces we have co-authored than those we have
written alone. Hence, we have a greater distance from the work. At this
point, we cannot report whether co-authorship gives us more—or less-
confidence in the written product. But the questions of confidence and
of ego-involvement raise a number of issues, some of which we will
address in the concluding section of this essay. Most importantly, we
found that co-authoring led us to alter our normal problem-solving
styles. In spite of the tendency to work on writing and revising a paper
one small section at a time, Lisa's basic approach to problems is broad
and synthetic; she ordinarily begins by casting a very wide net. Andrea,
on the other hand, approaches problems analytically, narrowing and
drawing out implications, searching for closure almost at once. Working
as co-authors identified this difference in approach for us, and led us to
balance the two styles continually against one another. As a result, one
often felt we were circling endlessly, spinning our wheels, while the other
alternatively felt we were roaring hell-bent toward our conclusion.

Such changes obviously require significant accommodation and com-
promise, which can be seen as either advantages or disadvantages of co-
authorship. Had we not finally decided on the former, we would not be
writing this now. Many others, in similar situations and with similar
interests, might choose differently. Indeed, some time in the future our
own circumstances or any of a number of other internal or external
changes could prompt us to decide that the advantages of co-authorship
no longer outweigh the disadvantages. Co-authorship, as we have



pointed out, makes the whole process of writing more difficult in some
ways. (Perhaps our worst moment occurred one afternoon in Seattle
when Lisa revised the mid section of our first project three times-
requiring Andrea to change the following pages, which she was working
on at the time, substantially every time.) Those problems were offset for
us, however, by the stimulation of working with someone who shares the
same interests. Even more important to us was the strong sense that in
some writing situations we were more likely to achieve a better
understanding, generate potentially richer and fresher ideas, and develop
a stronger overall argument than we might have done working alone.
(We specify "some writing situations" to emphasize that we chose the
projects on which we collaborated carefully and for a number of par-
ticular reasons; as we have noted, we continued to work on independent
research efforts during this period.)

We felt, in short, a kind of synergism when we worked together. This
synergism, the sense that by combining our efforts we could in some
instances achieve more together than alone, carried us through some dif-
ficult times. But other factors also played a role. Although we knew
before we began writing together that we differed in our composing
habits and stylistic preferences, we each shared a respect for the other's
abilities. Also, each of us knew the other was a person on whom we
could count, once committed, to complete a project no matter how much
or how violently we differed. Finally, we wanted to work together, both
because we are friends (who now can deduct the expenses for all the trips
we would have taken anyway) and because we feel that collaboration and
collegiality are ideals much discussed but little practiced in academic life.

Although we have gone into some detail about our relationship as co-
authors, we have by no means given a full accounting of the ups and
downs, ins and outs, arguments and counter-arguments involved in
working together. (For a while we planned to include process footnotes
such as ^'Believe it or not, Andrea put this dash in here"; or 2"At this
point, Lisa begged to be able to type what we had written.") We hope in
future research to investigate further the concepts and kinds of co-
authorship and the implications co-authoring may hold for our field. In
the meantime, we would very much like to hear from other co-authors
about their experiences writing with others. Because Andrea lives in the
land of lost mail, please write to Lisa.* We hope shortly to begin a more
formal gathering of data about co-authoring in various disciplines and
professions. Even this brief exploration, however, has raised a number
of questions which we believe need to be addressed.

(1) What specific features distinguish the processes of co- or group-
authoring from those of single authorship? Are these features the same



for the three types of co-authorship described above? Can these features
of process be linked to any features of the resulting products? In short,
how can we best define co-authorship?

(2) Is there a limit to how many people can write together? Are projects
such as the Oxford English Dictionary, Bible, Short Title Catalogue,
elaborate computer programs, encyclopedias-all often involving more
than 100 authors-examples of co-authorship? That is to say, what are
the parameters of co-authorship?

(3) In what ways, if any, does co- or group-authorship affect the way
we view the traditional rhetor-audience relationship?

(4) How does technology affect the processes of co-authoring? In our
experience, writing together would have been much more difficult and
much slower without the telephone, xerox, and self-correcting
typewriter. Had we each had word processors at home and a computer
link, what other differences might we have noted?

(5) What epistemological implications does co-authorship hold for
traditional notions of creativity and originality? Our own strong sense
that two may create ideas that neither would have reached alone argues
for the value of dialectic as invention.

(6) How might the ethics of co-authorship be examined and defined?
We spoke earlier of noting less ego involvement in our co-authored
pieces. Perhaps this factor is related to our sense of shared responsi-
bility: if we are wrong, at least we are wrong together. But in cases of
group authorship, where does the responsibility lie? Who stands behind
the words of a report written by fifteen people? As group authorship
becomes more and more the norm in some genres, such questions gather
urgency.

(7) Is the emphasis on or weight of various cognitive and rhetorical
strategies different when co-authoring than when writing alone? As we
noted, many of our customary revision strategies were altered by the pro-
cess of co-authorship, and the rhetorical situation, which demanded col-
laboration and compromise, strongly affected our usual processes.

(8) Finally, we were led to think most seriously of the pedagogical
implications of co-authorship. What do we know as a discipline about
the advantages or disadvantages of having students participate in co- or
group-writing? If advantages do exist, don't they in some ways contra-
dict our profession's traditional insistence on students' working alone?
And perhaps most importantly, do we have ways to teach students to
adjust readily to co- or group-writing tasks?

Although this whimsical report of our experiences as co-authors is
severely limited, perhaps serving best to raise questions, the issue of co-
and group-authorship in general is not of limited or peripheral



significance. As a rule, writers in the humanities have tended to ignore
co-authorship, both in writing and in teaching, while colleagues in the
sciences and the professions have long used it as a major mode. In view
of this anomaly, the images of the lonely writer in a garret, or students
hunched against the solitary ordeal of writing proficiency examinations,
seem particularly inappropriate. We are, after all, most often respon-
sibile for teaching those who go into science and the professions how to
write. And when we consider that these students are going into jobs
already making use of rapidly-developing computer technology, which
holds such potential significance for co-authoring, the question for both
writers and teachers may be not "Why write together?" but"Why NOT
write together? "

* Her address: Department of English, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331.

Andrea Lunsford is laboring in the vineyards at the University
of British Columbia; Lisa Ede, at Oregon State University.
They are both Virgos, which may help account for the fact that
they insist on writing articles together. Their first joint essay,
"On Distinctions Between Classical and Modern Rhetoric,"

will be published in Classical Rhetoric and Modern Discourse: Essays in Honor
of Edward P. J. Corbett (forthcoming from Southern Illinois University Press).
Their second, "Audience Addressed / Audience Invoked: The Role of Audience
in Composition Theory and Pedagogy," is now in the editorial clutches of their
friendly critic, Richard Larson. As of this writing, they may remain friends-who
not only write articles together but also indulge in epic pesto and hot-pepper-salsa
making sessions every August. Their greatest distinction, however, is that their
husbands, Steve Lunsford and Greg Pfarr, remain their husbands even after three
bouts of co-authorship. As this article goes in the mail, Steve and Greg are going
river rafting. Andrea and Lisa too.


